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Abstract
The fair competition of sports competition is the basic idea of fair competition, integrity is a necessary guarantee for the China’s current lack of honesty in serious competition, has been threatening the development of sports competitions, sports competition has become to improve the integrity of our sports one of the focus of the work, therefore, this paper tries to contest the reasons of loss of honesty and the related influencing factors, put forward our country sports competition honesty construction measures. To deepen the understanding of honesty and credit in sports competition for sports competition, integrity of the building to provide useful theoretical guidance, promote China’s sports system and the development of sports in our country.
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1. THE INTEGRITY OF THE BUILDING OF A CHINESE SPORTS COMPETITIONS
1.1 To Create a Social Atmosphere of Honesty and Trustworthiness

1.1.1 Strengthen the Integrity of Theoretical Studies, Inheritance and Innovation of Traditional Integrity Virtues
Honesty is one of the important contents of the Traditional Chinese Ethics precious thoughts of the nation’s resources. Along with the depth of propulsion of China’s reform and opening up and socialist modernization, development, people’s ideology, moral values are undergoing profound changes, the integrity of the building is also facing unprecedented challenges, strengthen theoretical research integrity, constantly solve new problems, sum up new experiences, and provide scientific theoretical guidance for the integrity of the building, and the establishment of more to adapt to the social development of a new type of integrity and honesty.
1.1.2 The Chinese Government and Its Function Branch Credit Construction, Purification of Sportsmanship and Discipline

Good faith construction is project of a system, socialization, covering a wide range of social each aspect, need joint efforts. Chinese national condition decided the integrity construction must rely on the superstructure of the attention and promote, otherwise difficult to implement. Firm catches sportsmanship and discipline, purify the atmosphere, strengthen the style construction of sports industry. The legislative, judicial, administrative and other related departments must clear the role of government, state government in sport competition effect, deepen the function transformation of government, insist to be somewhat do not be somewhat, should not be excessive direct intervention or manipulation of sports competition, should be based on the guidance of macro-control adjusting control as the main, the integration of all forces, optimize the allocation of resources. At the same time, governments at all levels and their functional departments should vigorously grasp their physical integrity of the building, and actively build honest government, play the exemplary role. In order to produce a strong cohesion, centripetal force, appeal, appeal and fighting capacity, effective purification of sportsmanship and discipline, promote the development of honesty and credit in sports competition.

1.1.3 Play the Function of Public Opinion, Build Good Social Credit Atmosphere

Strengthen the “honest and trustworthy, to an unscrupulous ashamed” of media publicity. Building good social integrity atmosphere of the integrity of sports competitions, society as a whole has a high degree of integrity, then the main body of the sports competitions is easier to form a character of integrity, and gradually transformed into conscious action, so honest and trustworthy in the whole movement actually become a common practice. Process to enhance the integrity of the entire athletic contest, is necessary to take full advantage of the news media and other means, to preach to establish the significance of the athletic contest credit order, compliment honest and trustworthy, condemned treachery by play exemplified the integrity of the athletic contest. To force dishonesty to pay a huge price for their actions, learn to agree and Pursuits social ethics of honesty and trustworthiness, integrity of athletic competition consciousness nurture “credit first”, and create a honor role in guiding public opinion through social integrity commitment, cherished the reputable sports competitions credit environment.

1.2 Improve the Competition Main Body Integrity Levels

1.2.1 Strengthen the Sports Participants in Integrity Education

In order to improve the level of sports participants in good faith, we must strengthen the sincere education. Integrity education can improve the competition main body of sports competition integrity awareness of the importance of sports competition, understand the meaning of faith, to raise awareness of moral integrity, to win support among the people, make good faith to become a sports competition consciousness, voluntary behavior. Sports competition honesty education to sports teams for grassroots implementation unit, making full use of the sports system and social education resources, to ensure the integrity of the time and the effect of education, and the importance of honesty education of the management of sports competition, the integrity of the implementation of the education of sports competition construction as important indexes. At the same time, the domestic and international sports competition in not good examples to convey timely, as integrity education opposite teaching material, take warning.

1.2.2 Specification for Occupation Morality of Honesty and Credit in Sports Competition

The sports professional ethics all sports practitioners should have the most basic moral literacy, and the code of conduct should be followed by all sports practitioners in their professional activities. However, the lack of accurate positioning, expressed a clear professional ethics of sports competitions, which will undoubtedly weaken the ethics binding. Therefore, should be based on the characteristics of modern sports competitions, sports competitions ethical norms formulated with Chinese characteristics, and to implement in practice. Move in the selection and training of athletes, coaches, referees and competition management personnel can not focus only on their athletic performance, job performance, ability to work, see their professional and ethical standards. For managers, sports competition, professional ethics requirements of ethical management, provides protection for honest competition. Athlete requirements of professional ethics of honest competition, fair competition, reflect the real performance. Referee’s professional ethics require them to honest law enforcement and fair.

1.2.3 Implementing Lifelong Integrity Education

Honesty education is not accomplish at one stroke, honesty education should start from childhood, grab from the foundation, carry out in integrity education. First of all, should be in primary schools and middle schools moral education curriculum, and the principles of honesty and trustworthiness for students’ moral integrity assessment is the important basis, so that people from the awareness of integrity is the life of minimum requirements, is the interpersonal basic moral principles, which is the social good faith education the foundation work. Secondly, in the sports competition and sports training should be carried out in good faith education, research and development of reasonable integrity education, integrity into sports training and competition in the whole process. Honesty education
should become a life-long education, from primary school to high school, junior school to the professional team, until graduation, retired after the job, should accept the good faith education, and continuously improve the level of integrity. At the same time, in addition to the school education, good faith education should also give full play to the family education and social environment nurturing role, pay attention to the school education and social education, family education.

1.3 Perfect Competition Organization and Management

1.3.1 To Clear Sports Competition Management Responsibilities
First, strengthen the government function transformation. Sports government functional departments of sports competition management to macro-control adjusting control is given priority to, for some of the major events management, on specific sports affairs, not to intervene too much. Secondly, strengthen the functions of the Department of sports competition of integrity management, through the system innovation, management innovation, construction of good faith construction of system frame. Again, perfect each management center mechanism, perfect single sports association management, in association with internal lift “self-discipline”, “despises dishonesty”, “Propose sincerity to believe” of fresh air, the establishment of associations within punish break one’s promise, encourage the good faith mechanism, integrity system in the building of track. At the same time, sports competition to execute the organization management decentralization, independence, establish a mutual cooperation and restriction mechanism.

1.3.2 To Regulate Athletic Contest Management Behavior
First, require that motion contest administrative department and their leading cadres at all levels sharpening self’s sincerity believes construction, carry out row of sincere message norms, achieve rule by law, the incorrupt government, high-effect sum bring self effect building hit the target organization, propagating the sum leader in sincere message into play really believe, sufficient. Secondly, drive motion contest sincerity to believe administration. The motion contest believes that administration demands really “to rule the sport by law”, strengthens checking the administration moving sincere message of contest. Exacerbation of sports competition management is the integrity of the criminal punishment, strict management and other internal malicious use of limited responsibility, to manipulate financial, misuse of funds, to accept bribes, to manipulate the match, doping conditions do not sincere letter behavior.

1.3.3 Strengthen the Supervision of Sports Competition
Sports competition supervision is an important part in the management process, through strengthening supervision management and implementation of dishonesty phenomenon, can play a role in the prevention and suppression of. First of all, to reform the competition supervision system, supervision mechanism should be independent from the contest committee. Hire the people participate in sports, supervision departments can bold independently exercise the supervision and punishment. Sports competition should accept public opinion, media and the public to supervision, social supervision and self supervision from two aspects to regulate competition behavior. Secondly, to strengthen the club, sports team of financial management, establish property supervision system, from the source to prevent bribery not sincere letter phenomenon. Third, the implementation of the registered referee property monitoring system, avoid breeding black transactions phenomenon.

1.4 Improve the Sports Competitions and the Legal System

1.4.1 Perfection of Chinese Sports Legislation
A first current to be stepping up efforts to develop “Sincere message of sports punishes law” “Sports Arbitration Law” and other related sports laws and regulations, perfect the law of sports competition system in china. Secondly, asking rise to move a contest. China at present the legislation technology has still had a gap compared with the perfect country of law, this has affected Chinese law mass and force of constraint to a certain extent. Legislation is that complicated one system work, need science idea, procedure and method, complicated changeful moving a contest has increased legislation degree of difficulty, rise more legislation level be to perfect motion contest legislation technology prop up.

1.4.2 The Sound Athletic Contest Rules, Procedures
The rules and procedures is essential for athletic competition with the basic documents of the “legal” nature, any form of athletic competition, there must be corresponding to adapt to competition rules and competition rules. Dishonesty phenomenon caused due to the loopholes in the rules and procedures athletic contest, we want to better improve the contest rules and regulations. Scientific and feasibility of procedures to improve athletic contest rules, acts of bad faith no loopholes. Refine the game General Clauses and rating scores and ranking will be decided, a clear the referee division of labor and responsibilities, strict rules punishment of foul athlete team.

1.4.3 Improve the Legal Status of Honesty and Credit in Sports Competition
First of all, in the sports laws and regulations content, highlighting the principle of good faith. Through the propaganda, which includes sports participants in the majority of citizens awareness of good faith is an important legal principle, strengthen the integrity of
the legal binding force. Secondly, in the sports legal construction and the process of law enforcement, adhere to the principle of good faith. The principle of good faith is the maximum effect can make up for the deficiency of law, some acts without good faith no relevant provisions of law, should also be according to the integrity of the legal principle of punishment. For the law of sports competition of the shortcomings and loopholes, also want according to the principle of good faith to be improved.

1.4.4 The Implementation of the System of Arbitration for Sport
Practices from the international point of view, of Arbitration for Sport is mainly used to solve the disabled qualify disputes between the drugs, athletes and sports organizations. Flexibility and professionalism of Arbitration for Sport makes use of arbitration can not only improve efficiency, but also can reduce the burden of unnecessary judicial mediation and adjudication of ineffective actual situation to make up for the current administrative departments. Therefore, China should be on the basis of the provisions of the Sports Act system of Arbitration for Sport, the introduction of specialized sports disputes arbitration legislation, and to develop a detailed implementation rules, the establishment of relevant agencies and organizations of Arbitration for Sport, play sports arbitration due role.

CONCLUSION
China sports social credit atmosphere instability; sports participants low integrity; sports competition management is not perfect; sports legal construction is not perfect is the main influence factor.
Sports competition honesty construction should include: one is to build the honesty and trustworthiness social atmosphere; two is to improve the sports body integrity level; three is to improve the competition organization and management; four is to improve the sports legal system.
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